Abstract Mechanisms of the formation and stability of sunspots are among the longeststanding and intriguing puzzles of solar physics and astrophysics. Sunspots are controlled by subsurface dynamics hidden from direct observations. Recently, substantial progress in our understanding of the physics of the turbulent magnetized plasma in strong-field regions has been made by using numerical simulations and local helioseismology. Both the simulations and helioseismic measurements are extremely challenging, but it becomes clear that the key to understanding the enigma of sunspots is a synergy between models and observations. Recent observations and radiative MHD numerical models have provided a convincing explanation to the Evershed flows in sunspot penumbrae. Also, they lead to the understanding of sunspots as self-organized magnetic structures in the turbulent plasma of the upper convection zone, which are maintained by a large-scale dynamics. Local helioseismic diagnostics of sunspots still have many uncertainties, some of which are discussed in this review. However, there have been significant achievements in resolving these uncertainties, verifying the basic results by new high-resolution observations, testing the helioseismic techniques by numerical simulations, and comparing results obtained by different methods. For instance, a recent analysis of helioseismology data from the Hinode space mission has successfully resolved several uncertainties and concerns (such as the inclined-field and phase-speed filtering effects) that might affect the inferences of the subsurface wave-speed structure of sunspots and the flow pattern. It becomes clear that for the understanding of the phenomenon of sunspots it is important to further improve the helioseismology methods and investigate the whole life cycle of active regions, from magnetic-flux emergence to dissipation. The Solar Dynamics Observatory mission has started to provide data for such investigations.
Introduction
One of the primary goals of local-area helioseismology is to investigate subsurface structures and dynamics of the quiet-Sun and active regions. Of particular interest is † Invited Review. W.W.Hansen Experimental Physics Laboratory, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305-4085, USA; email: sasha@sun.stanford.edu the investigation of the subsurface structures and flows beneath sunspots. The main goal of these studies is to understand the mechanism of formation and stability of sunspots. From the physical point of view, sunspots represent stable, self-organized, magnetic structures in the turbulent convective plasma. Such magnetic self-organization phenomena are of significant interest in physics and astrophysics. In addition, sunspot regions are the primary source of solar disturbances and energetic events.
Previously, the structure of sunspots was studied only from observations of the solar surface. Local helioseismic techniques have provided measurements of variations of travel times and oscillation frequencies associated with the subsurface structure and dynamics of sunspots. These measurements open an opportunity for inferring the subsurface properties of sunspots by inversion of the travel times and frequency shifts. Initially, the local helioseismology studies of sunspots were developed without much theoretical support, using physical intuition and simple models of wave propagation. The criticism of these studies was also based on highly simplified models and arguments. But, recently, substantial progress has been made in developing realistic MHD simulations of dynamics of the turbulent magnetized plasma. Creating a synergy of the local-helioseismology measurements and the simulations is the most recent development in this field, which undoubtedly will lead to new understanding of the sunspot phenomenon.
The inversion (tomographic) procedures of seismology and helioseismology are welldeveloped, particularly, when the inverse problem is reduced to the solution of integral equations relating variations of the oscillation frequencies and travel times to perturbations of interior properties. However, in the case of sunspots these relationships have not been well-established, and thus the interpretation of helioseismic measurements and inversion results remains uncertain.
The main reasons for the helioseismic uncertainties arise from a complex interaction of solar oscillations with strong magnetic fields of sunspots, non-uniform distribution of wave sources in the sunspot areas, and uncertainties of the helioseismic measurement procedures. The initial inferences have been made by using relatively simple physical relations derived from a ray-path approximation or a first Born approximation. These results caused a significant interest and discussions. With the rapid progress of supercomputing, an important role is being played by direct MHD numerical simulations, which provide opportunities for understanding the physics of sunspots, wave excitation and propagation in sunspot regions, and also provide artificial data for testing the local-helioseismology inferences.
Currently, the important work of developing the synergy between the numerical simulations and local helioseismology measurements and inversions is still in an initial stage, but first important results have been obtained. This review briefly describes the current status of this effort and discusses some key problems of the local helioseismic diagnostics of sunspots.
Models of Magnetic Structures and Sunspots
The mechanism of formation of sunspots is not yet established. However, the dynamical nature of sunspots is apparent. It has been realized long ago that sunspots are a product of complex interactions of turbulent convection, radiation, and magnetic field. Cowling a) b) Figure 1 . Illustrations of (a) monolithic and (b) cluster sunspot models proposed by Parker (1979) . Solid curves show magnetic field lines; dashed curves show subsurface, which provide accumulation of magnetic flux and stability of sunspots.
(1946) analyzing Mt.Wilson observations of the growth and decay of sunspots first suggested that the sunspots structure cannot be magnetostatic, and that the sunspot magnetic field lines are "bunched together into the spot as a results of mass motion". Parker (1979) noticed that the formation of sunspots occurs due to coalescence of magnetic elements in regions of magnetic-flux emergence, and that the sunspot growth continues as long as "new magnetic flux (in the form of the small individual flux tubes) continues to emerge through the surface of the Sun." He argued that the subsurface structure of sunspots most likely represents loose bundles of magnetic flux tubes confined by converging downflows in the surrounding plasma beneath the solar surface ( Figure 1 ). In additions, theoretical investigations of magnetostatic models of sunspots (Meyer, Schmidt, and Weiss, 1977; Jahn, 1992; Moreno-Insertis and Spruit, 1989) showed that such models are intrinsically unstable, and thus dynamical effects are required for the stability of sunspots. However, theoretical modeling of the sunspot structure and dynamics, particularly of the cluster type, is a very difficult task. Therefore, magnetostatic (monolithic) models have been constructed for the purpose of comparison with spectropolarimetric observations (e.g. Maltby et al., 1986) , and more recently, for testing local helioseismology techniques (Khomenko et al., 2009; Parchevsky et al., 2010; Cameron et al., 2010) . These models play an important role for the understanding of the wave interaction with magnetic field and for helioseismology testing. However, it is important to remember that mass motions and the filamentary structure of magnetic fields are critical for the physics of both sunspots and waves propagating in sunspot regions. The magnetostatic or MHD models, in which the magnetic field lines are held together by external artificial forces (e.g. by setting up a boundary condition at the bottom boundary, which holds the magnetic-field concentration), cannot be considered as physically complete. Sunspots represent a self-organized dynamic phenomenon in turbulent magnetized plasma of the solar convection zone, and this is very difficult to model.
It is well known that long-lived sunspots develop penumbrae consisting of almost horizontal filamentary magnetic structures. Observations clearly show mean outflow in the penumbrae, the Evershed (1909) effect, and also a moat flow in the surrounding plasma. At first sight, these flows seem to be consistent with a diverging circulation flow pattern beneath sunspots. However, the situation may not be that simple. (2000)).
In a series of papers, Hurlburt and Rucklidge (2000) , Botha, Rucklidge, and Hurlburt (2006) , Botha, Rucklidge, and Hurlburt (2007) , and Botha et al. (2008) developed numerical MHD models of the formation of magnetic structures in a convective layer and concluded that stable magnetic structures can be formed only by converging flows, and diverging flows inevitably tore the structures apart. They suggested that the Evershed and moat flows are confined in a near-surface layer, and that beneath these there is a converging "collar" flow that provides the stability of sunspots (Figure 2 ). The simulations of Hartlep et al. (2010) showed the formation of stable sunspot-like structures is accompanied by strong converging flows. The diverging flows may appear in the case of rotating sunspot structures (Figure 3 ), but the converging 'collar' flow seems to be essential for sunspot stability. These simulations were carried for axisymmetrical configurations. But, recently, Hurlburt and De Rosa (2008) confirmed in 3D simulations that large-scale magnetic structures can be formed by inflows driven by a surface cooling. However, these simulations did not reproduce the sunspot's penumbra. Also, these simulations did not include the near-surface turbulent convection, which, in general, tends to destroy magnetic configurations.
The physics of sunspot formation, stability, and decay in the turbulent radiating plasma, and the wave excitation and propagation through this medium is very complicated. It seems that our best hope for understanding sunspots is in developing 3D MHD simulations, which take into account all essential elementary physical processes including radiative and turbulent effects. With the fast massive parallel supercomputers becoming more and more available, the solar MHD simulations are making rapid progress.
Realistic 3D MHD numerical simulations have been able to reproduce formation of relatively small pore-like magnetic structures in the turbulent upper convective layer (Stein, Bercik, and Nordlund, 2003; Vögler et al., 2005; Kitiashvili et al., 2010a) . The simulations have shown that the concentration of magnetic field is accompanied by surface cooling and strong downdrafts and inflows around the magnetic elements (Fig-Figure 3 . a) Simulations of axisymmetric sunspot-type structure for solar conditions with subsurface converging flow pattern; b) simulation of a rotating sunspot structure with diverging flows .
Figure 4.
A vertical cut of the 3D MHD simulations, showing the mass flows (arrows) and the vertical magnetic field strength (background color) of a stable pore-like structure, spontaneously formed from an initially vertical magnetic field (Kitiashvili et al., 2010b) . ure 4). This is consistent with the early ideas of Schmidt (1968) , Ponomarenko (1972) , and Parker (1979) . Such converging flow pattern is also established in observations of solar pores, which do not have penumbra (Sankarasubramanian and Rimmele, 2003; Vargas Dominguez et al., 2010) .
The realistic MHD simulations (Heinemann et al., 2007; Scharmer, Nordlund, and Heinemann, 2008; Rempel et al., 2009; Kitiashvili et al., 2009; Scharmer, 2009 ) have also led to new understanding of the sunspot penumbra structure and dynamics. The Figure 5 . Numerical simulations of magnetoconvection in an inclined magnetic field, illustrating the origin of the Evershed flow and the filamentary structure of a sunspot penumbra. The magnetic field strength is 1000 G; the mean inclination angle is 85 • from axis Z in the X − Z-plane. Arrows show 3D flow velocity; semi-transparent color background show the variations of temperature; red curves show magnetic-field lines. The horizontal size of the box is 6 Mm; the depth is 2 Mm (only the upper part of the 6-Mm deep simulation domain is shown) (Kitiashvili et al., 2009). simulations convincingly showed that the filamentary structure and the plasma outflow are a natural consequence of magnetoconvection in the regions of strong inclined magnetic field ( Figure 5 ). Magnetoconvection in the inclined field has properties of waves traveling in the direction of the field inclination (Hurlburt and Rucklidge, 2000) . The simulations of Kitiashvili et al. (2009) show that this effect contributes to the the generation of the organized radial outflow in sunspot penumbrae. According to the realistic simulations the penumbra outflow (Evershed effect) represents the overturning convective motions along the magnetic field, which are also amplified and organized by the traveling magnetoconvection waves. The simulations have successfully reproduced the "sea-serpent" behavior of magnetic field lines (Sainz Dalda and Bellot Rubio, 2008; Kitiashvili et al., 2010a) , and showed that the Evershed flow is concentrated in the upper 1-Mm deep layer (Kitiashvili et al., 2009) .
The outflow outside the penumbra (called "moat flow") was first observed in Doppler velocities of the photospheric plasma (Sheeley, 1969 (Sheeley, , 1972 . It is associated with an outflow of moving bipolar magnetic features (MMF). Observations also showed that the sunspot moat flow is closely related to the Evershed flow, because it is observed only on the sides of sunspots, which have the penumbrae (Sainz Dalda and Martínez Pillet, 2005; Vargas Domínguez et al., 2007; Sobotka and Roudier, 2007 ; Vargas Domínguez Figure 6 . Schematic illustration of flows beneath sunspots, which shows two patterns of flow circulating in opposite directions: a shallow Evershed outflows driven by overturning convection and deeper converging flows Sekii, 2010b). et al., 2008; Martínez Pillet et al., 2009) . On the sides without penumbrae the moat flow is absent, and instead inflow is observed. Analysis of high-resolution Hinode data reinforced the evidence that the moat flow represents an extension of the Evershed flow beyond the penumbra boundary (Vargas Dominguez et al., 2010) . However, an unusual case was reported by Zuccarello et al. (2009) when several moving bipolar magnetic elements were observed moving away from a sunspot without penumbra. Also, observations show that the moving magnetic elements are not passively transported by the moat flow of plasma, and they can move faster than the plasma (Balthasar and Muglach, 2010) . This is consistent with the sea-serpent behavior of the magnetic-field lines in the penumbra, which also produces moving bipolar elements, as was originally suggested by Harvey and Harvey (1973) . The MMF flow intensifies around decaying sunspots. Thus, it is likely that it carries away some of the magnetic flux concentrated in sunspots. The moat flow has not been reproduced in simulations. Therefore, its nature is much less clear than the Evershed flow.
Radiative MHD simulations (Rempel et al., 2009) have provided a fairly realistic pictures of the surface structure of sunspots. However, in subsurface layers the magnetic-field structure is held together by a boundary condition that fixes the magnetic field concentration at the bottom of the simulation domain. Once, the boundary condition is released the sunspot structure is dispersed. Unlike the stable configurations of Hurlburt and Rucklidge (2000) , the subsurface flows in this model show a diverging rather than a converging pattern. This is probably the reason for the instability of the magnetic sunspot structure in Rempel's simulations.
A complete consistent model of sunspots as self-organized magnetic structures is not yet developed. However, it becomes clear that the subsurface dynamics of stable magnetic structures representing pores and sunspots must include inflows preventing a rapid dispersion of magnetic field. The Evershed and moat flows are likely to be quite shallow and driven by the overturning granular convection in the penumbra regions with almost horizontal strong magnetic field. A schematic picture of sunspot subsurface flows is given in Figure 6 . The flow pattern consists of two parts: a shallow layer of overturning convection in the inclined magnetic field of penumbra, which provides the b) The theoretical two-point cross-covariance of solar oscillations as a function of the distance and lag time. The lowest ridge corresponds to wave packets propagating between two points on the solar surface directly, e.g. along ray path AB (solid curve). The second ridge from below corresponds to acoustic waves that have an additional reflection at the surface ("second bounce"), e.g. along ray path ACB. This ridge appears reflected at the distance of 180 • , because the propagation distance is measured in the interval from 0 • to 180 • (Kosovichev, 2003) . mean Evershed outflow, and a deeper converging ("collar") flow beneath the Evershed flows.
Local Helioseismology Inferences of Subsurface Flows and Wave-Speed Structures

Time-Distance Helioseismology
Historically, the first helioseismology inferences of the structures and flows beneath sunspots and active regions were made by using the technique of time-distance helioseismology (Duvall et al., 1993) . This technique is based on measuring travel times of acoustic waves. Solar acoustic waves (p modes) are excited by turbulent convection near the solar surface and travel through the interior with the speed of sound. Because the sound speed increases with depth, the waves are refracted and reappear on the surface at some distance from the source. The wave propagation paths are illustrated in Figure 7a . The basic idea of time-distance helioseismology, or helioseismic tomography, is to measure the acoustic travel time between different points on the solar surface, and then to use these measurements for inferring variations of wave-speed perturbations and flow velocities in the interior by inversion. This idea is similar to seismology of the Earth. However, unlike in the Earth, the solar waves are generated stochastically by numerous acoustic sources in a subsurface layer of turbulent convection. Therefore, the wave travel time and other wave-propagation properties are determined from a crosscovariance function of the oscillation signals observed at different points on the solar Figure 8 . Wave-speed variations and axisymmetric component of mass flows beneath a sunspot inferred by inversion of acoustic travel times in the ray-path approximation (after Kosovichev, Duvall, and Scherrer (2000) and Zhao, Kosovichev, and Duvall (2001) ).
surface. A typical cross-covariance function calculated for the whole disk is shown in Figure 7b (Kosovichev, 2003) . It displays a set of ridges. The lowest ridge corresponds to wave propagating directly between two surface points, (the lowest ridge). The second ridge from below is formed by waves which experience one additional reflection at the surface on their way from point A to B, e.g. wavepath ACB in Figure 7a , (so-called "second bounce" ridge). The upper ridges correspond to waves with multiple reflections from the surface. The cross-covariance function represents a 'helioseismogram'. Duvall et al. (1996) , using helioseismic observations from the geographical South Pole, measured the travel-time difference between the wave traveling from a sunspot and towards the spot, and they concluded that this difference could be explained by downward mass flows beneath the sunspot. Kosovichev (1996) developed a tomographic inversion procedure for the travel times, based on a ray-theoretical approximation, and obtained first subsurface maps of the sound-speed variations and flow velocities. These maps were of rather low spatial resolution (≈ 16 Mm), but revealed large-scale subsurface converging flows around active regions. This technique was then improved by Kosovichev and Duvall (1997) and applied to the analysis of helioseismology data from SOHO/MDI (Kosovichev, Duvall, and Scherrer, 2000) . The inversion results showed a two-layer subsurface structure of a sunspot with a negative wave-speed perturbation in the top 4 -5 Mm layer and a positive perturbation in a deeper layer (Figure 8 ). Their results also showed the process of formation of the sunspot structure during the magnetic flux emergence. The two-layer character of the sunspot wave-speed structure has been confirmed by Jensen et al. (2001) , Couvidat et al. (2004) , and Couvidat, Birch, and Kosovichev (2006a) , who took into account the finite-wavelength effects by using the Fresnel-zone and Born approximations. Similar inversion results were also obtained by Zharkov, Nicholas, and Thompson (2007) , and most recently by Zhao, Kosovichev, and Sekii (2010b) from Hinode/SOT data.
These results have been a subject of debate for more than a decade mainly for three reasons: i) uncertainties in the travel-time measurements; ii) theoretical approximations used in the travel-time inversion procedures; iii) uncertainties in the interpretation of the inferred wave-speed perturbations in terms of the thermodynamic and magnetic structure (because the effects of temperature and magnetic field are not separated). For instance, the travel-time measurements can be affected by errors of the Doppler-shift measurements in regions with strong magnetic field, by spatial variations of the acoustic power, and by the use of a phase-speed filter, which was applied for measuring the acoustic travel times for short distances .
The travel-time measurements for the short distances (0.5 -2 heliographic degrees) are particularly important for inferring the shallow subsurface layer of the negative wave-speed perturbations. Qualitatively, the subsurface structure can be deduced from the travel times without inversion. Indeed, the travel-time perturbations for the short distances are positive meaning that the wave speed is reduced. For longer propagating distances, the perturbations are negative indicating faster wave propagating, and thus an increase of the wave speed.
Most of the tomographic inversions of travel-time variations have been done by using the ray-path approximation, and assuming that changes of the ray path do not significantly affect the travel-times variations (so-called Fermat's principle) ). This has been tested by using the first Born approximation, which takes into account finite wavelength and frequency effects (Birch and Kosovichev, 2000; Birch, Kosovichev, and Duvall, 2004; Couvidat, Birch, and Kosovichev, 2006b ).
There have been attempts to resolve the issue of interpretation of the wave-speed inferences through modeling of the magnetostatic structure of sunspots (Olshevsky, Khomenko, and Collados, 2008; Shelyag et al., 2009a; Cally, 2009 ). The results are obviously model-dependent, but seem to indicate that the thermal effects dominate except, perhaps, in the penumbra region, where the magnetic field is inclined. It was also noticed by Kosovichev, Duvall, and Scherrer (2000) that the interpretation of the inferred wave-speed variations purely in terms of deep magnetic fields would require a significant increase of the magnetic flux of sunspots with depth, which may be difficult to explain.
The issue of the phase-speed filtering has been investigated through modeling, which showed that because of the suppression of the acoustic power in sunspots the phasespeed filtering may result in systematic shifts in travel-time measurements . However, the systematic errors due to this effect are relatively small, 10 s (Parchevsky, Zhao, and Kosovichev, 2008; Hanasoge et al., 2008) , and do not affect the principal conclusions about the sunspot structure.
Using high-resolution Hinode/SOT observations (Kosugi et al., 2007; Tsuneta et al., 2008) , Zhao, Kosovichev, and Sekii (2010b) have been able to measure the travel times for short distances without the phase-speed filtering procedure and confirm the positive travel-time perturbations for the acoustic waves traveling to short distances in a largesunspot area in agreement with the results obtained with the phase-speed filtering. However, these results showed taht the systematic errors may reach 20% -40%. Thus, the inferences of the wave-speed structure remain largely on a qualitative level. The uncertainties caused by the phase-filtering procedure are discussed in more detail in Section 4.3.
The tomographic inversion of acoustic travel times measured from the MDI highresolution data revealed a converging flow pattern in the depth range of 1 -5 Mm ). This result was confirmed by analysis of Hinode helioseismology data (Zhao, Kosovichev, and Sekii, 2010b) . The Hinode data have provided a more clear and convincing picture of the converging flow compared to the MDI data ( Figure 9 ). (Zhao, Kosovichev, and Sekii, 2010b). 3.2. Ring-Diagram Analysis Gough and Toomre (1983) proposed to measure oscillation frequencies of solar modes as a function of the wavevector (the dispersion relation) in local areas, and use these measurements for diagnostics of the local flows and thermodynamic properties. They noticed that subsurface variations of temperature cause change in the frequencies, and that subsurface flows result in distortion of the dispersion relation because of advection. This idea was implemented by Hill (1988) in the form of a ring-diagram analysis. The name of this technique comes from the ring appearance of the 3D dispersion relation, ω = ω(k x , k y ), in the (k x , k y ) plane, where k x and k y are x-and y-components of the wave vector (Figure 10 ). The ridges in the vertical cuts correspond to the normal oscillation modes of different radial orders n.
The ring-diagram method has provided important results about the structure and evolution of large-scale and meridional flows and dynamics of active regions (Haber et al., 2000 (Haber et al., , 2002 Howe, 2008; Komm et al., 2008) . In particular, large-scale patterns of subsurface flows converging around magnetic active regions were discovered Haber et al. (2004) . These flows cause variations of the mean meridional circulation with the solar cycle (Haber et al., 2002) , which may affect transport of magnetic flux of decaying active regions from low latitudes to the polar regions, and thus change the duration and magnitude of the solar cycles. Figure 10 . Three-dimensional power spectrum of solar oscillations, P (kx, ky, ω). The vertical panels with blue background show the mode ridge structure similar to the global oscillation spectrum. The horizontal cut with transparent background shows the ring structure of the power spectrum at a given frequency (courtesy of Amara Graps).
However, the ring-diagram technique in the present formulation has limitations in terms of the spatial and temporal resolution and the depth coverage. The local oscillation power spectra are typically calculated for regions with horizontal size covering 15 heliographic degrees (≈ 180 Mm). This is significantly larger than the typical size of supergranulation and active regions (≈ 30 Mm). There have been attempts to improve the resolution by doing the measurements in overlapping regions (so-called "densepacked diagrams"). However, since such measurements are not independent, and the actual resolution is unclear. The measurements of the power spectra calculated for smaller regions (2 -4 degrees in size) can increase the spatial resolution but decrease the depth coverage (Hindman, Haber, and Toomre, 2006) .
Comparison of Local Helioseismology Results
The subsurface structure of sunspots have been inferred by three different local helioseismology techniques: time-distance helioseismology (Kosovichev, 1996; Kosovichev, Duvall, and Scherrer, 2000; Zhao, Kosovichev, and Duvall, 2001; Couvidat et al., 2006c) acoustic imaging (Sun, Chou, and TON Team, 2002) , and ring-diagram analysis (Basu, Antia, and Bogart, 2004; Bogart et al., 2008; Gizon et al., 2009) . We compare these inferences for various active regions in Figure 11 . In such comparison it is important to notice that the ring-diagram analysis has a substantially lower spatial and temporal resolution than the time-distance helioseismology and acoustic-imaging techniques. The spatial resolution of the time-distance inversions is typically 3 -6 Mm, and the typical temporal resolution is eight hours, while for the ring-diagram analysis the typical spatial resolution is about 180 Mm, and the temporal averaging is done at least for 24 hours. This means that the ring-diagram results are averaged over a large area covering not only the sunspots, but the whole active region including plages and also surroundings. Thus, the ring-diagram results cannot be directly compared with the inferences for sunspots. The subsurface structure of plages is obviously different from sunspots. Also, the ring-diagram results are not simple averages of the subsurface perturbations caused by sunspots and plages, but these averages are weighted according to the acoustic-power distribution. Since the acoustic power is suppressed in sunspots and enhanced (particularly at high frequencies) in plages, it is likely that the contribution of sunspots in these inferences is smaller than this can be expected from a simple averaging. Nevertheless, it is interesting to make a qualitative comparison of the inversion results obtained by the different techniques.
We illustrate this comparison in Figure 11 . The top panel shows the results of the time-distance helioseismology and acoustic imaging analyses for four sunspot regions. The sound-speed variations represent averages over the central part of sunspots relative to the surrounding quiet-Sun values. The common feature of these results is an enhancement in the deep interior 2-10 Mm, and a decrease in the subsurface layers. The time-distance results show a shallow negative variation, while the acoustic imaging inversion does not show this. The results of the ring-diagram inversions, obtained by Bogart et al. (2008) , and also by Basu, Antia, and Bogart (2004) , show the structure qualitatively similar to the time-distance results, with a positive sound-speed variation in the deep interior and a negative variation in the subsurface layer, but this layer is deeper than in the time-distance profiles. Recently, these results were confirmed by a statistical study of Baldner et al. (2009) , who have found the sound speed depressed in the near surface layers, but enhanced below that, and that this variations correlate with a magnetic activity index.
Surprisingly, the results published by Gizon et al. (2009) are drastically different from the other results obtained by the same technique. This difference could be due to an unusual structure of AR 9787, but this is unlikely because the time-distance inversions for this region according to Gizon et al. (2009) are similar to those shown in the top panel of Figure 11 . The reasons for this difference are unclear, and currently being investigated in detail. Without such investigation it is premature to conclude that this inconsistency shows a failure of the local helioseismology inversions, as this was suggested by Gizon et al. (2009) . Based on these results, Moradi et al. (2010) suggested that the sunspot in AR 9787 is most probably associated with a shallow, positive wave-speed perturbation (unlike the traditional two-layer model).
However, further investigation of the same active region (NOAA 9787) by Kosovichev et al. (2010) showed that the inversion results obtained by two different methods of local helioseismology, the ring-diagram analysis and time-distance helioseismology, are consistent with most of the previous results for other active regions, revealing the characteristic two-layer structure with a negative variation of the sound speed in a shallow subsurface layer and a positive variation in the deeper interior. However, there are significant quantitative differences between the inversion results obtained by the different techniques and different inversion methods. In particular, the seismic structure of the active region inferred by the ring-diagram method appears more spread with depth than the structure obtained from the time-distance technique.
It was also pointed out that the quantitative comparison of the inversion results is not straightforward because of the substantially different spatial resolutions of the helioseismology methods. The quantitative comparison must take into account differences in the sensitivity and resolution. In particular, because of the acoustic power suppression the contribution of the sunspot seismic structure to the ring-diagram signal can be substantially reduced. Kosovichev et al. (2010) showed that taking into account this effect reduces the difference in the depth of the sound-speed transition region. Their results obtained by the two local helioseismology methods indicate that the seismic structure of sunspots is probably rather deep, and extends to at least 20 Mm below the surface. If confirmed by further studies this conclusion has important implications for development of theoretical models of sunspots.
A systematic comparison of the subsurface flow patterns beneath sunspots and active regions has not been done. However, both, the time-distance and ring-diagram helioseismic techniques have shown remarkably similar results for large-scale subsurface flows (Hindman et al., 2003 , with common inflow sites around active regions as well as agreement in the general flow direction. At a depth of ≈ 1.5 Mm the correlation coefficient between the maps is about 0.80. As the depth increases the correlation becomes weaker. The reduction in the correlation coefficient with depth may be due to the increasing difference between the vertical resolution kernels of these techniques. Also, the recent ring-diagram inferences based on measurements of f-mode frequency shifts with a higher resolution (≈ 25 Mm) revealed the near-surface outflows in the moat-flow region of sunspots (Hindman, Haber, and Toomre, 2009) . This is consistent with the time-distance results also from f-mode measurements .
Based on the ring-diagram results, Hindman, Haber, and Toomre (2009) suggested that sunspots are surrounded by a shallow, less than 2 Mm deep, moat flows and by deeper converging large-scale flows. Because of the low resolution, the structure of the converging flows on the scale of sunspots cannot be assessed, but these inferences are not inconsistent with the time-distance results inferred from the f-and p-mode travel time measurements. Similar results in the moat flow region, obtained by a new ridgefiltering approach to time-distance helioseismology, have been reported by Gizon et al. (2009) . However, these results indicate that the moat outflow may be extended into the deeper layers with no sign of reversed flows. The reality of such one-directional flow over a large range of depth is difficult to assess also because these measurements were based on a cross-covariance linearization method (Gizon and Birch, 2004) , which may give significant systematic errors in sunspot regions, as pointed out by (Couvidat et al., 2010 ) (Section 4.5).
Thus, in general, the theoretical picture for mature stable sunspots, illustrated in Figure 8 , is consistent with the results of local helioseismology obtained by the timedistance technique Zhao, Kosovichev, and Sekii, 2010b) and by the ring-diagram analysis Hindman, Haber, and Toomre, 2009 ). The measurements of the frequency shifts and travel times of the surface gravity waves (f modes) and acoustic waves (p modes) show opposite signs, consistent with an outflow in a shallow subsurface region and an inflow in the deeper interior. The surface gravity waves travel in a relatively thin subsurface layer and thus are sensitive to the properties of this layer, while the acoustic waves travel much deeper. However, these parts of the flow field beneath sunspots have been inferred by helioseismic inversions separately by inversion of the f-and p-mode travel times. An unified flow circulation pattern in sunspots has not been obtained. Developing an inversion procedure for combined f-and p-mode travel-time data is a very important task.
The current investigations also include numerical simulations of helioseismic data with flows and sunspot models for verification and testing the inferences, investigations of various uncertainties and development of new methods of local helioseismology of sunspot regions.
Changes of Subsurface Structures and Flows During Growth and Decay of Sunspots
The structure and dynamics of sunspots change substantially during their formation and evolution. A very important helioseismology task is to detect signature of the magnetic flux of active regions before it becomes visible on the surface and forms sunspots. However, this task turned out be difficult because the emerging magnetic flux travels very rapidly in the upper convection zone, with a speed exceeding 1 km/s (Kosovichev, Duvall, and Scherrer, 2000) . Thus, it takes less than 8 hours for the flux to emerge form the depth of 30 Mm, and the typical observing time required for measuring travel times is also eight hours. The time series for measuring frequency shifts by the ring-diagram technique are 24 hours or longer. An attempt to detect emerging flux using short twohour time series of Doppler-shift observations of solar oscillations from SOHO/MDI was made by Kosovichev, Duvall, and Scherrer (2000) . These data revealed a signature of emerging flux in the sound-speed images beneath the surface. However, no indication of emergence of a strong large-scale Ω-loop predicted by theories has been obtained. In addition, surface Doppler-shift observations of a large emerging active region revealed strong localized upflows and downflows at the initial phase of emergence but found no evidence for large-scale flows indicating future appearance of a large-scale magnetic structure (Kosovichev, 2009) . It seems that the active regions are formed over extended period of time as a result of multiple magnetic flux emergence events. The results of time-distance helioseismology showed predominantly diverging flow patterns during the magnetic-flux emergence and decay, and mostly converging flows around stable sunspots at 1 -4 Mm depth (Kosovichev and Duvall, 2006; Kosovichev, 2009 ). The derived vertical-flow pattern is complicated during flux emergence with intermittent upand downflows. However, on average, the upflows are dominant at the beginning of the emergence phase, but then replaced by downflows when sunspots are developed. The flow divergence shows a correlation with flux-emergence events during the evolution of a large active region (AR 10488), but it is unclear if the flux emergence rate precedes the variation of the flow divergence or follows it. The ring-diagram inversion results (Komm et al., 2007; Komm, Howe, and Hill, 2009a,b) are generally consistent with the time-distance helioseismology inferences. The vertical velocity is not measured by this method, but estimated from the horizontal velocity pattern using a stationary continuity equation and assuming that the density stratification is horizontally uniform and corresponds to a quiet-Sun model. The accuracy of these assumptions for the case of non-stationary and non-uniform structure and dynamics of active regions has not been tested. However, these estimates show that the subsurface upflows are stronger for stronger emerging flux, and that the flows change to downflows after the active regions are developed.
Uncertainties in Local Helioseismology Inferences
Uncertainties of Doppler-shift Measurements
Most local-helioseismology inferences have been carried out by using solar oscillation velocity data obtained by measuring the Doppler shift of spectral lines formed in the solar photosphere. In particular, the SOHO/MDI and GONG measurements are obtained by observing the Ni I (6768Å) line. In regions of strong magnetic field the shape of the line is affected by the Zeeman splitting and other polarization effects. In the observations the Doppler shift is calculated by averaging the left-and right circular polarized components. In the magnetic field, these components become broader because of the splitting. This results in an underestimation of the Doppler shift in the sunspot umbra when a sunspot is located in the central part of the solar disk, and in the penumbra when the sunspot is near the solar limb. The uncertainties in acoustic travel times caused by the line broadening and other radiative transfer effects in the sunspot atmosphere were investigated by Wachter, Rajaguru, and Bogart (2006a) , Wachter, Schou, and Sankarasubramanian (2006b) , and Rajaguru et al. (2007) , who found that around 3 mHz used for helioseismology, the systematic errors do not exceed five seconds, which is by an order of magnitude lower than the typical observed travel-time anomalies. Thus, these effects do not play significant role, but should be taken into account for improving the precision of the measurements. Wachter, Rajaguru, and Bogart (2006a) suggested a correction procedure for the Doppler-shift measurements in strong-field regions. 
Inclined-field ("Shower-glass") Effect
It has been noticed by Schunker et al. (2005) that when a sunspot is located near the limb the phase shifts of acoustic waves (corresponding to travel times) vary in a sunspot penumbra relative to the direction to the disk center. They attributed this to a phase change of acoustic waves traveling through the inclined magnetic field of the penumbra, calling these phase perturbations "the acoustic showerglass", and suggesting that this effect might substantially affect the inversion results. Zhao and Kosovichev (2006) investigated this effect in detail by using the standard time-distance helioseismology procedure. They qualitatively reproduced this effect for the travel times measured from the Doppler-shift data; but found that this effect is completely absent in the travel times obtained from the MDI intensity-oscillation data ( Figure 12 ). This means that the inclined-field effect is probably caused by the radiative transfer effects in a magnetic field, affecting the Doppler-shift measurements, rather than by changes in wave-propagation properties due to the surface magnetism. There is also a possibility that the Doppler-shift signal might be affected by changes in the relationship between the vertical and horizontal components of the oscillation in the inclined field regions. This needs to be investigated.
Since most helioseismic observations are based on Doppler-shift data, Zhao and Kosovichev (2006) investigated the systematic errors in the sound-speed inversion results caused by the inclined-field effect by comparing the inversion results for different positions of a sunspot on the solar disk. The results (Figure 13) showed that that the perturbations of the travel times cause a systematic shift of the sound-speed variations in the near-surface layers (1.5 Mm deep), but do not affect the inversion results in the deeper layers.
For the local helioseismology of sunspots, it is important that such an effect is absent in the intensity oscillation data, and that the analysis of the intensity data from Figure 13 . Sound-speed variations inferred from time-distance inversions for AR9026, shown at selected depths: 1.5 Mm (left), 5.0 Mm (middle), and 11.0 Mm (right), for two dates: 7 June 2000 (top) and 10 June (bottom), when the distance from the disk center was 70 and 150 degrees respectively. Contours indicate the boundaries of the sunspot umbra and penumbra determined from MDI continuum-intensity observations. White arrows at a depth of 1.5 Mm on both dates point to the solar disk center. For different dates, the image display color index is the same for the same depth, with the color bars shown in the middle row (Zhao and Kosovichev, 2006) . (Figure 9 ) has confirmed the basic inferences obtained from the Doppler-shift data. However, for improving the precision of the local helioseismic diagnostics from Doppler-shift data it is important to develop a procedure for correcting the travel-time perturbations in the inclined-field regions of penumbrae. Also, for better understanding the physics of this effect has to be investigated by forward MHD modeling (e.g. Parchevsky and Kosovichev (2009) ).
SOHO/MDI and Hinode
Effects of Phase-Speed Filter and Acoustic Power Suppression
The systematic errors caused by a phase-speed filter applied to the MDI data in order to improve the signal-to-noise ratio at short travel distances are a concern . The measurements of the acoustic travel times for short travel distances of 0.3 -0.8 heliographic degrees (4 -10 Mm) are necessary for inferring the structure of the shallow subsurface layers of sunspots. However, the time-distance diagrams obtained from the MDI data are corrupted by a set of horizontal ridges -artifacts, probably, due to instrumental effects and leakage of low-degree oscillations (Figure 14b-c) . In the high-resolution intensity data from Hinode (Figure 14a ), the horizontal artifact ridges are much weaker than in the MDI data. Phase-speed filtering was introduced to separate the acoustic-wave signal from the artifact in the MDI data by Duvall et al. (1997) . The phase-speed filter is set to select the signal corresponding to the select the waves traveling to a particular range of distances using a theoretical relationship between the wave's horizontal phase speed and the travel distance. Phase-speed filtering substantially improves the signal-to-noise ratio for the shortdistance measurements. However, because of the strong local reduction of the oscillation power in sunspots, the phase-speed filtering causes a systematic shift in the travel times measured following the original time-distance helioseismology procedure of Kosovichev and Duvall (1997) . Their formulation of the travel-time Gabor-wavelet fitting formula did not include the phase-speed filtering. Phase-speed filtering was included in the theory only recently by Nigam and Kosovichev (2010) , who derived a new fitting formula. However, because of complexity, this formula has not been used. The travel-time shift in the region of acoustic-power reductions was found empirically by Rajaguru et al. (2006) . This effect was modeled by Hanasoge et al. (2008) and Parchevsky, Zhao, and Kosovichev (2008) , who found that the travel-time shifts are only a few seconds (reaching ≈ 15 seconds in an extreme case of the Hanasoge et al. (2008) simulations), and do not significantly change the inversion results. Generally, this effect causes underestimation of the sound-speed variations in the shallow subsurface layers. The shift can be reduced by normalizing the power variations.
Using the Hinode observations made with a Solar Optical Telescope, Zhao, Kosovichev, and Sekii (2010b) were able to obtain the travel-time measurements for short distances without phase-speed filtering and confirm the sound-speed results, obtained from the MDI data with the phase-speed filtering (Figure 15) .
However, the variations of acoustic power in sunspot regions may have significant effects on inferences of subsurface flows, because the suppression of acoustic sources in sunspots causes anisotropy in wave propagation properties deduced from the crosscovariance function. This must be carefully investigated using numerical simulations.
Cross-talk Effects
It is important to note that the measurements of the vertical flows by the time-distance technique may have systematic errors due to a cross-talk effect. Because of the specific geometry of the acoustic wave paths, a regular pattern of a horizontal diverging flow may give an artificial downflow contribution to the vertical-velocity estimates Zhao and Kosovichev, 2003b) . For instance, a horizontal outflow from point A in Figure 7a will accelerate the waves traveling from this point in a similar way as a downflow at this point. In some cases, when the horizontal flow (Zhao, Kosovichev, and Sekii, 2010b). divergence is strong but the vertical flow is weak the inversion results for the vertical flow may give the incorrect sign. For instance, in supergranulation, where the vertical flow is very weak, the cross-talk gives an artificial downflow signal in the middle of supergranules. However, beneath the sunspots the horizontal flow is converging and the vertical flow is directed downward (Figure 8) . Thus, the cross-talk effect results in an underestimation of the downflow speed, but it cannot cause a reversal in the direction of the measured vertical flows.
The role of the cross-talk effect in the travel-time inversions carried out by the LSQR method has been studied by Zhao and Kosovichev (2003b) . It has been shown that the cross-talk may be significant when the inversion results are obtained with a small number of iterations (five,-ten) in the LSQR algorithm, which is typically required for inversion of noisy data. However, the inversion with a large number of iteration (≈ 100) substantially reduces the cross-talk and gives the correct answer even for weak vertical flows. However, this requires reducing the noise level in the travel-time measurements (e.g. by increasing the measurement time). For improving the diagnostics of sunspots, it is important to develop an inversion procedure specifically minimizing the cross-talk effect (Jackiewicz, 2009 ). ) (left column), minimizing the difference between the cross-covariance functions calculated for sunspot and quiet-Sun regions (Gizon and Birch, 2002 ) (central column), and by linearizing this difference (Gizon and Birch, 2004 ) (right panel), and for two source-receiver distances (Couvidat et al., 2010) .
Travel-time Definitions
Helioseismic travel times are measured by using the Gabor-wavelet fitting formula derived by Kosovichev and Duvall (1997) . It has certain limitations because it was derived assuming the uniform distribution of acoustic sources and did not include phase-speed filtering. The phase and group travel times are measured by fitting this formula to the calculated cross-covariance function using a least-squares minimization procedure. Birch (2002, 2004) adapted two other procedures originally developed in geophysics. The first is based on minimization in terms of least-squares of the difference between the observed cross-covariance function and a reference cross-covariance function, which can be theoretical or calculated for a quiet-Sun region. The second procedure was based on a linearization of this difference.
Recently, Couvidat et al. (2010) conducted extensive comparison of these procedures, and found that the travel times measured by the approaches of Kosovichev and Duvall (1997) and Gizon and Birch (2002) provide very similar results, but the linearization approach (Gizon and Birch, 2004) gives significantly different travel times (Figure 16 ). The reason for this discrepancy is probably in the strong variations of the acoustic power in sunspots, which are not accounted for in the linearization algorithm. In quiet-Sun regions, all three methods give consistent results. It was concluded that the use of the travel-time definition of Gizon and Birch (2004) in sunspot regions is problematic. This causes concerns about the inferences of subsurface flows reported by Gizon et al. (2009) (Zhao, Kosovichev, and Ilonidis, 2010a) .
Interaction of Helioseismic Waves with Sunspots
Local helioseismic inferences are based on simple models based on basic principles of wave propagation and physical intuition. A very important role in verification and testing of these results is played by numerical 3D MHD simulations, which became possible in recent years. Substantial progress is also being made in modeling sunspots. In addition, for understanding sunspot seismology it is important to study the physics of the wave interaction with a sunspot using forward modeling. A fundamental characteristic of wave physics and seismology is the wave Green's function, which models the waves excited by elementary point sources. On the Sun such localized sources are provided by solar flares. However, in most cases the flare sources are anisotropic and moving, thus producing waves of complex shape and characteristics (Kosovichev, 2006) .
In the case of stochastically excited waves, an effective Green's function is represented by the two-point cross-covariance function. With sufficient averaging in time and space this function can be visualized and compared with the results of numerical simulations of MHD waves from point sources, calculated for various sunspot models. Figure 17 illustrates the averaged cross-correlation functions for acoustic (p-mode) and surface gravity (f-mode) waves traveling through a sunspot (Zhao, Kosovichev, and Ilonidis, 2010a). These functions show how the amplitude and phase of these waves change when they travel though this spot. These changes, particularly, of the wave phase depend also on the position of the source relative to sunspot. The results show that the f-mode waves are affected by the sunspot significantly more than the p-mode waves. The p-mode waves recover their amplitude after passing through the sunspot, because they travel through the deep interior interior where perturbations are small, while the amplitude of f-mode waves remains reduced.
These results can be qualitatively compared with the simulations of MHD waves for two sunspots models of Khomenko and Collados (2008) , obtained by Parchevsky et al. (2010) . The simulation results (Figure 18 ) show that in a "deep" sunspot model the wave amplitude is reduced similar to the observations. In a "shallow" model, the amplitude is substantially increased. This is inconsistent with observations, and rules out the "shallow" sunspot model. Thus, such a forward modeling approach allows us to discriminate among sunspot models. Similar approach for an effective source extended in one direction has been recently presented by Cameron et al. (2010) .
There is no doubt that the forward-modeling approach will be further developed and used for understanding the physics of the interaction of helioseismic waves with sunspots. The forward modeling can help in determining the relative role of magnetic and thermal effects in the wave-speed variations deduced by helioseismic inversions (Olshevsky, Khomenko, and Collados, 2008) . Also, there is a potential for developing the wave-form tomography of sunspots as pointed out by Zhao, Kosovichev, and Ilonidis (2010a) .
Conclusion
Local helioseismology has provided the first important insight into the subsurface structure and dynamics of sunspots that are the key elements of the Sun's magnetic activity. A list of the initial inferences is presented in Table 1 . However, because of complexity of the filamentary, turbulent and dynamic nature of sunspots there are significant uncertainties in the helioseismic inferences, which require further investigation (Table 2) .
Many concerns about the local helioseismology inferences have been resolved by data analysis and numerical simulations. An important role is played by analysis of observational data from various sources.
For instance, the helioseismic observations from the Hinode resolved several concerns about the reliability of the MDI measurements. In particular, one concern was about the influence of the "inclined-field or magnetic shower-glass effect" (Schunker et al., 2005; Schunker, Braun, and Cally, 2007) , which shows that helioseismic travel times measured from Dopplergrams may depend on the line-of-sight angle in inclined magnetic fields of active regions. However, the Hinode results were obtained from the Ca II H intensity data, and this effect does not exist in the travel times measured from intensity oscillations (Zhao and Kosovichev, 2006) . Therefore, the Hinode data confirmed that the previous results were not significantly affected by the inclined field "shower glass" effect. The Hinode data have also allowed us to qualitatively confirm the MDI time-distance helioseismology results, previously obtained with phase-speed filtering. The phase-speed filtering procedure substantially improves the signal-to-noise ratio in the travel-time measurements and will remain an essential component of this technique. Thus, it is important to take into account this procedure in the travel-time sensitivity kernels calculated using the Born approximation (Gizon and Birch, 2002; Birch, Kosovichev, and Duvall, 2004) . (Wachter, Schou, and Sankarasubramanian, 2006b) Travel-time shifts ≈ f ive seconds at 3 mHz. Correction procedure developed. (Wachter, Rajaguru, and Bogart, 2006a) Phase-speed filtering and acoustic power suppression. Travel-time shifts up to ten seconds. Correction procedure developed . Tested by numerical simulations (Parchevsky, Zhao, and Kosovichev, 2008; Hanasoge et al., 2008) .
Inclined-field ("shower glass") effect (Schunker et al., 2005) .
Travel-time shifts ≈ ten seconds. Absent in intensity data (Zhao and Kosovichev, 2006) . Tested by numerical simulations ).
Validity of the ray-path theory; finite-wavelength effects (Bogdan, 1997) Tested by using a Born-approximation Couvidat, Birch, and Kosovichev, 2006a) Differences in travel-time definitions: Gabor wavelet , minimization of cross-covariance deviation (Gizon and Birch, 2002) , and linearization of the deviation (Gizon and Birch, 2004) Tests using MDI data (Couvidat et al., 2010) found good agreement between the trave-time definitions of Kosovichev and Duvall (1997) and Gizon and Birch (2002) , but strong systematic deviations of the linearized definition of Gizon and Birch (2004) .
Contributions of thermal and magnetic effects Tested by numerical simulations (Olshevsky, Khomenko, and Collados, 2008; Shelyag et al., 2009b) . Results are model dependent.
Transformation in different types of MHD waves Studied by numerical simulations Parchevsky et al., 2010) and wave-form analysis of observations (Zhao, Kosovichev, and Ilonidis, 2010a) . No significant effect has been found.
Relationship between surface moat outflow and deep flows
Moat outflow is observed in f-mode travel times (Gizon, Duvall, and Larsen, 2001a) ; the p-mode travel times correspond to deep inflows Zhao, Kosovichev, and Sekii, 2010b) . A unified inversion procedure for f-and p-mode has not been developed.
Cross-talk between the horizontal and vertical velocities
Studied by modeling (Zhao and Kosovichev, 2003b) . It can result in underestimation of downward velocity beneath sunspots, but no artificial sign reversal. Improvement of the inversion procedure is needed (Jackiewicz, 2009 ).
Comparison of the time-distance and ring-diagram results
The results are in a general qualitative agreement (Hindman et al., 2003 Basu, Antia, and Bogart, 2004; Bogart et al., 2008) . More systematic studies are needed for quantitative comparison because of the large difference in the spatial and temporal resolutions.
In addition, the important problems of local-helioseismology inversions that need to be resolved are the separation of magnetic and thermal effects, development of a unified procedure for inversion of f-and p-mode travel times, and improvement of inferences of the vertical flow component in both time-distance and ring-diagram techniques. The magnetized subsurface turbulence certainly plays a very important role in the oscillation physics, and these effects must be investigated.
Numerical simulations become increasingly important in investigations of the complicated physics of wave excitation, propagation, and interaction with magnetic regions. The synergy between the simulations and observation will allow us to improve helioseismology techniques and understanding of the sunspot structure and dynamics. The uninterrupted high-resolution helioseismology data from Solar Dynamics Observatory provide new opportunities for detailed investigation of the process of emergence of magnetic flux, formation, and evolution of sunspots.
